
 

 

November 12, 2014 
 
The Honorable Stephen Harper 

Prime Minister of Canada 

80, wellington Street  

Ottawa, on, K1A 0A2 
 
Dear Mr. Harper 
 
News of the vicious attack on Parliament Hill, Ottawa on 22

nd
 October 2014 which cost the 

life of a great Canadian soldier, put the world in a deep shock and sorrow. 

  

Iranian Democracy Front (IDF) condemns this act of terrorism and savagery. IDF members 

and their families send their deepest condolences to the martyr soldier’s family, to you and to 

the people of Canada. IDF admires the heroic defensive act of the parliament’s security 

officer for shooting the terrorist on time to prevent more bloodshed 

 

IDF also appreciates your government’s valiant incessant actions against the Islamic Republic’s 

promotion of international terrorism and its continuous uncivilized abuse of human rights in Iran. We 

believe that Iranian people will definitely remember the great moral support Canada has provided them 

in order to liberate its country from this inhuman regime and to establish democracy in Iran. The Islamic 

republic is a despotic regime that oppresses with terror at home and sponsors war in the region. IDF is 

deeply convinced that the only solution to establish calm and peace in the region is to support the people 

of Iran to overthrow this tyrant regime. 
 
 

Thirty six, and growing, democratic organizations have created the Iranian Democracy Front with the 

goal to help Iranians create a long lasting democracy in Iran and peace in the region. The members of 

IDF are inside Iran, in the United States, Canada, Europe and other countries. They represent a wide 

range of political views, and each group maintains its independent activities, while they cooperate to 

advance the Iranian pro- democracy movement.  

 

Sincerely 

 

Dr Assadollah Nasr Esfahani 

 

 

Spokesman, Iranian Democracy Front 
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